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Abstract

Although it is widely assumed that gravitation is attraction only, the existence of grav-
itational repulsion cannot be excluded. In a recent study, for the first time non-classical
physical principles have been developed from the hypothesis that matter and antimatter
repulse one another gravitationally. To explain why these principles – together called: the
Elementary Process Theory (EPT) – are outside the framework of contemporary physical
theories, this dialectic essay focusses on the all-determining first cycle of thesis, antithesis
and synthesis of that study. A Cartesian analysis yields the unquestionable thesis that an-
timatter must have positive rest mass and negative gravitational mass, if the hypothesis is
a fact of nature. The antithesis to this thesis is then that this combination of properties
is impossible from the perspective of established theories. The synthesis is then that this
combination of properties has to be underlied by a fundamentally new physical principle,
which is that rest-mass-having particles alternate between a particlelike state and a wavelike
state. The final section addresses the question of correctness and completeness of the EPT.

1 Introduction

Worldwide, it is virtually everywhere assumed in fundamental theoretical-physical research that
gravitation is attraction only. This assumption has, however, not been tested in the realm of
antimatter: the AEgIS project at CERN is aimed at establishing the gravitational acceleration
of antihydrogen on earth. Amsler et al. have reported that results are expected in 2014-2015 [1].
If the results are inconclusive, then the AEgIS project may be succeeded by the GBAR project;
this has the same experimental aim but uses ultracold trapped antihydrogen instead of a beam of
antihydrogen [2]. But if results are conclusive, then a possible outcome is that rest-mass-having
antimatter is repulsed by the gravitational field of ordinary matter: this is something we know
in case the AEgIS experiment establishes that the gravitational acceleration of antihydrogen is
the precise opposite of that of ordinary matter.
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In a recent study, published integrally in [3], the hypothesis was that gravitation can also be
repulsive, in the sense that antimatter particles such as positrons, antiprotons, and antineutrons
are repulsed by the gravitational field of ‘ordinary’ matter: the aim was to identify physical
principles that would make such a repulsion possible. The main results of this study, i.e. the
Elementary Process Theory (EPT) and some applications thereof to physics and cosmology,
have also been published in [4], [5].

The purpose of this paper is to explain why the elementary principles underlying gravita-
tional repulsion as laid down in the EPT find themselves outside the framework of contemporary
physics. For that matter, the next three sections present the first dialectic cycle of thesis, an-
tithesis and synthesis that in hindsight can be distinguished in the development of the EPT:
Sect. 2 derives an unquestionable thesis from the hypothesis on gravitational repulsion; Sect.
3 formulates an antithesis to this unquestionable thesis from the perspective of the established
theories; Sect. 4 solves the contradiction between unquestionable thesis and antithesis with the
synthesis. Sect. 5 gives some concluding remarks.

2 From assumption to unquestionable thesis

The first step is a Cartesian analysis of the hypothesis on gravitational repulsion, that is, an
analysis of that hypothesis in smallest possible terms, in casu the classical concepts ‘inertial
mass’ and ‘gravitational mass’.

To start with, let’s recall that inertial mass is the resistance of a body against a change in
motion, as laid down in Newton’s second law:

~Fnet = mi · ~a (1)

Here the vector ~Fnet represents the net force on a body, the number mi its inertial mass and the
vector ~a its acceleration; rest mass m0 is then the inertial mass of a body in rest, that is, that
doesn’t move relative to an observer. Now it has already been established that antimatter has
positive rest mass: a negative rest mass would, for example, be impossible to reconcile with the
recently observed stability of antihydrogen reported by Hangst et al. [6], because the Coulomb
force would then cause the antiproton and the positron to accelerate away from each other. See
figure 1 for an illustration.

Figure 1: illustration of the mutual repulsion of a positron and an antiproton with negative inertial mass mi

due to the Coulomb force. The circle on the left is an antiproton p−, the one on the right a positron e+. The two
arrows ~FC,1 and ~FC,2 represent the Coulomb forces on p− and e+, which are directed towards each other because
of the opposite electric charge. The two arrows ~a1 and ~a2 represent the accelerations of p− and e+: these are
then directed away from each other because mi < 0. Clearly, antihydrogen can then not be stable.

Gravitational mass, on the other hand, is the ‘charge’ of a body for the gravitational force
as laid down in Newton’s law of gravitation, which in vector notation is the following:

~F12 = G ·
mg(1) ·mg(2)

r2
· ~e12 (2)

Here the vector ~F12 represents the gravitational force on the first body exerted by the second
body, the number G is a constant, the numbers mg(1) and mg(2) the gravitational mass of
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successively the first and the second body, the number r the distance between them, and the
vector ~e12 is a unit vector from the position of the first body to that of the second.

Now consider a case in which the earth’s gravitational force on a body of antimatter is the
only force, so we have ~F12 = ~Fnet. An observation of an upwards-directed acceleration—this is
what will be observed in case of a repulsion—then means that the vector ~a in (1) is directed
away from earth. And since antimatter has positive rest mass, on account of (1) the observer
has to conclude that the net force ~Fnet on the body of antimatter is also directed away from
earth. And because in this case ~Fnet = ~F12, we have to conclude that the gravitational force
~F12 on the body of antimatter is also directed away from earth. But that is only possible if the
gravitational mass of the body of antimatter is negative: all other factors on the right hand side
of (2) are namely positive, and the unit vector ~e12 is directed towards earth. See figure 2 for an
illustration.

Figure 2: illustration of the Gedankenexperiment with a body of antimatter. The circle on the right is earth,
the black dot on the left is the body of antimatter. The leftwards black arrow is then the observed acceleration
~a, the rightwards black arrow the unit vector ~e12 from formula (2), and the red-brown arrow the gravitational
force ~F12 that earth exerts on the body of antimatter: it has the same direction as the acceleration because
~F12 = ~Fnet = mi ·~a and mi > 0 for antimatter. When (2) is applied to this force, then it has thus to be the case
that mg < 0 for antimatter.

Thus speaking, if a matter-antimatter gravitational repulsion is a fact of nature, then the
following conjunction necessarily holds for the observable properties gravitational mass mg and
rest mass m0 of antimatter particles such as positrons, antiprotons, etc.:

m0 > 0 ∧mg < 0 (3)

Note that this expression is model-free: it has been derived without any assumption on what
antimatter is, and without taking a position on whether inertial mass and gravitational mass
are primary or secondary properties as meant by Locke, that is, whether these are observable
properties that are also present in the thing in itself, or properties that are observable but not
present in the thing in itself. So however simple expression (3) is, it provides a criterion for theory
evaluation: any theory inconsistent with the conjunction (3) is certain to be not universally true
when a matter-antimatter gravitational repulsion is a fact of nature—consistency with (3) is
necessary but not sufficient.

Historically, the combination of positive inertial mass and negative gravitational mass has
occurred in the literature since the late 1950’s [7, 8, 9]; in their 1957 essay, Morrison and Gold
were the first to conclude that antimatter must have this combination of properties in case of
a matter-antimatter gravitational repulsion. In more recent times, it has also in the works of
Hajdukovic [10] and of Benoit-Lévy and Chardin [11] been assumed that antimatter has the
combination of properties (3) in the context of a matter-antimatter gravitational repulsion.
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3 Antithesis and rejection of established theories

Diametrically opposed to this thesis that the hypothesis implies that antimatter particles with
positive rest mass have negative gravitational mass, is the antithesis that it is absolutely
impossible that antimatter particles can have this property according to contemporary physical
theories.

General Relativity (GR) contains the weak equivalence principle (WEP): this equates inertial
mass and gravitational mass, so in particular we have

mg = mi > 0 (4)

for the gravitational mass mg and the inertial mass mi of antimatter particles. On account
of this WEP, it is thus absolutely impossible from the perspective of GR that rest mass and
gravitational mass of antimatter have opposite signs. That is, GR is inconsistent with the
criterion (3) derived in the previous section. A similar argument against GR can also be found
in [8, 9, 12].

Besides that, the Standard Model of particles and interactions (SM) contains the so-called
CPT-invariance. Kellerbauer et al. stated that “the problem of the gravitational interaction of
antimatter is completely independent from the question of matter-antimatter symmetry (CPT),
as CPT-invariance merely dictates the equality of the inertial masses of particle and antiparticle
pairs, but places no restriction on the gravitational masses” [13]. But that is not true: CPT-
invariance, if correct, means namely that the difference between the properties of a matter
particle and those of its antimatter counterpart is completely described by C-inversion, which
doesn’t affect gravitational mass. So contrary to the statement of Kellerbauer et al., C-inversion
as currently defined does place a restriction on gravitational mass: we get

mg = C(mg) = mg > 0 (5)

for the relation between the gravitational masses mg and mg of a particle and its antimatter
counterpart. A neutron and an antineutron, for example, differ thus only with respect to some
quantum numbers that have no relation to gravitation whatsoever. The SM thus also excludes
that antimatter with positive rest mass can have negative gravitational mass: like GR, the SM
is inconsistent with the criterion (3). That is, the C-inversion as incorporated in the SM is
incorrect if a matter-antimatter gravitational repulsion is a fact of nature. Now one might be
inclined to believe that this incorrectness is a mere incompleteness which can easily be resolved,
but from that belief it does absolutely not follow that a future formulation of the SM consistent
with the criterion (3) will ever exist: one cannot bluntly start adding minus signs to such basic
concepts like mass and energy, and expect that the whole remains consistent—cf.[14]!

Interestingly, Villata recently claimed in [15] that an equation describing gravitational re-
pulsion of matter and antimatter does appear as a prediction of GR when it is extended with
the CPT theorem. In [16], however, it was argued on ontological and methodological grounds
that this extended GR cannot be a fundamental theory; subsequently, cf. [17], it became clear
that Villata’s equation was meant as a starting point in astronomy for studies of the conse-
quences of gravitational repulsion: Villata’s theory has thus not to be seen as fundamental,
but as emergent at macroscopic scale. While this may provide an interesting new approach for
studies of the large-scale structure of the universe, in the present study we are interested in the
fundamental physical principles that underlie gravitational repulsion: for that matter, we have
to look beyond Villata’s theory.

So this is certain: if these established theories correspond with physical reality, then our
hypothesis is absolutely impossible. And vice versa: if the hypothesis on gravitational repulsion
would be a fact of nature, then gravitation is not what is laid down in GR and antimatter is not
what is currently laid down in the SM. Given this incompatibility of the hypothesis with both
GR and the SM, the radical decision was made to reject both GR and the SM in their entirety
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as not universally valid. So these established theories are not rejected because we have found a
proof that they cannot be correct, but because from the perspective of our research hypothesis
we have found a reason to doubt them: this is the Cartesian criterium for the rejection of
theories1 [18].

4 Synthesis: thinking outside-the-box

Having rejected both GR and the SM, it thus required a thinking outside-the-box to identify
new universal elementary principles underlying a gravitational repulsion of matter and anti-
matter. That is, the present study included a search for first principles outside the framework
of contemporary physics. To solve the question how antimatter with positive rest mass can
have negative gravitational mass, the proposition – the synthesis – was put forward that
all rest-mass-having constituents (like electrons, positrons, protons, etc.) alternate between a
particlelike state of rest and a wavelike state of motion: gravitation then takes place in a wavelike
state, and rest mass and gravitational mass are then observable properties of respectively the
particlelike state of rest and the wavelike state of motion. Because rest mass and gravitational
mass are then properties of different physical states, they do not necessarily have to be the
same in sign or in absolute value. Not going into the formalism of the EPT, the process of
alternation can be summarized by these two expressions:

particle→ matter wave (6)

matter wave new particle + excess energy (7)

So first a discrete transition (6) occurs, by which a rest-mass-having particle transforms from
a motionless particlelike state into a matter wave2. In this step, energy can be absorbed from
the surroundings: the matter wave may contain more energy than the particlelike state. Then,
by a series of discrete transitions—as indicated by the symbol ‘ ’ in (7)—the rest-mass-having
particle transforms from a matter wave back into a new particlelike state, whereby any excess
energy is emitted to the surroundings3. The particlelike states are devoid of motion: this alter-
nating between two kinds of states corresponds with a concept of stepwise motion as illustrated
in figure 3—all rest-mass-having constituents have, thus, a definite position every time they are
in a state of rest, also in absence of observation.

Such a definite position in absence of observation is, however, absolutely impossible in the
framework of Quantum Mechanics (QM): in the latter framework, a particle has a definite
position if and only if the position is measured. That is thus the antithesis in a new cycle of
thesis, antithesis and synthesis. This led to the rejection of QM: it turned out to be impossible
to describe the alternation between a particlelike state and a wavelike state in the framework
of QM. Therefore, the identification of physical principles of gravitational repulsion required
not only the introduction of some new primitive concepts, but in addition it required a new
mathematical formalism for the formulation of elementary principles governing this process of
alternation. As a result, the matter waves meant in (6) and (7), which have gravitational mass
as an observable property, do not occur in the framework of any established theory. However,

1Thus speaking, on the one hand experimental confirmation of predictions compels us to accept that GR and
the SM are very successful in their respective areas of application, but on the other hand an observation of a
matter-antimatter gravitational repulsion would compel us to doubt that these theories are universally applicable.

2In the language of the EPT, the particlelike states are extended particle phase quanta denoted by symbols
EP Φx

k, and the matter waves are nonlocal wavelike phase quanta denoted by symbols NW Φx
k. Here the Greek

letter Φ stands for ‘phase quantum’ (a primitive notion), the left superscript indicates the type of phase quantum
(e.g. EP : extended particlelike), the right superscript x is an integer indicating the discrete degree of evolution
at which it is created, and the right subscript k is the number of the individual process—of which there are
finitely many at every degree of evolution—in which the phase quantum participates.

3In the universe of the EPT, this excess energy is emitted in the form of a local wavelike phase quantum,
denoted by a symbol LW Φx+1

k . So eq. (7) becomes: NW Φx
k  

EP Φx+1
k + LW Φx+1

k .
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Figure 3: illustration of the stepwise
motion of an electron. The balls are ab-
stract representations of successive par-
ticlelike states of rest of the electron: in
such a state of rest the electron has a def-
inite spatiotemporal position and is de-
void of motion. The wavelike states of
motion (not depicted) exist in between
the states of rest: the electron is then
a matter wave spread out over space.
Source of the figure: [5].

similar matter waves have been proposed in the 1920’s by Erwin Schrödinger in his original
formulation of his wave mechanics:

The point of view taken here, which was first published in a series of German papers,
is that material points consist of, or are nothing but, wave-systems. (... ...) The
charge of the electron is not concentrated in a point, but is spread out through the
whole space, proportional to ψψ̄ [19].

In the framework of the EPT, the idea is then that in such an indivisible matter wave Φ an
amount of energy E is spread out over space, with ‖Φ‖2 = E2 = m2

g for all rest-mass-having
constituents like electrons, positrons, (anti)protons, etc. Another difference with Schrödinger’s
idea is then that it is not the case that these rest-mass-having constituents are nothing but wave-
systems: due to this alternating between two states, all these rest-mass-having constituents are
subdividable into two parts, one of which has thus a definite position regardless whether some-
one is watching or not. This also gives rise to a new approach to the dark energy problem. The
principle idea is that the rest mass of protons gradually decreases, so that every time an alter-
nation takes place the loss of rest mass is emitted as excess energy as in (7): this excess energy
then creates the substance ‘space’—the distance between objects then increases not because the
objects move, but because more space is created in between them. So although the EPT has
been developed from the assumption that there is a matter-antimatter gravitational repulsion,
the approach to the dark energy problem has nothing to do with gravitational repulsion—the
substantival constituents of space that are created from the individual processes are the dark
energy.

5 Concluding remarks: correctness and completeness

Proceeding in the above way, the EPT has been developed in a finite Hegelian dialectic pro-
cess; naturally, questions about correctness and completeness then arise. About that, Einstein,
Podolsky and Rosen wrote the following in their famous EPR paper [20]:

In attempting to judge the success of a physical theory, we may ask ourselves two
questions: (1) “Is the theory correct?” and (2) “Is the description given by the
theory complete?” It is only in the case in which positive answers may be given to
both of these questions, that the concepts of the theory may be said to be satisfactory.

Currently, the EPT is assumed to be correct and complete: [3] and [4] contain an exposition on
how the EPT is understood to be correct and complete. To give a proof/substantiation of this
correctness and completeness is what further research in this direction is all about. The EPR
paper gives guidance on how to proceed: the correctness of a theory, its 1:1 correspondence
with physical reality, can be judged by the agreement of the predictions of the theory with
observation; and a necessary and sufficient condition for completeness is that (i) every element
of the physical reality must have a counterpart in the physical theory, and that (ii) every element
of physical reality, predicted with certainty by the theory, must indeed exist.
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Of course, the correctness of the EPT can be disproved by the results of the AEGIS project
at CERN: if gravitation is found to be attraction only, then the EPT has been developed
from a falsum and has to be discarded as incorrect. If, on the other hand, the existence of a
matter-antimatter repulsion is experimentally confirmed, then no other theory can give a deeper
explanation of this phenomenon than the EPT does: that would be a very strong motivation
for further research on the correctness of the EPT. Anticipating this situation, the upcoming
years work will be done to prove that the EPT satisfies the correspondence principle: that is
an essential step in substantiating its correctness. The current state of affairs is that it is not
understood how established theories, known to be correct in some area of application, emerge
from the EPT; as remarked in [3] and [4], the main difficulty is that the EPT is formalized in
an entirely different mathematical setting than GR and the SM – the difference is comparable
to the difference between set theory and real calculus. The general approach to this problem
of the correspondence principle has been set forth in [3] and, less elaborate, in [4]; it involves
developing a concrete mathematical model of the EPT, and from there showing that GR and
the SM emerge from an aggregation of individual processes described by the EPT. Concerning
this correspondence principle, we can agree with Villata that his main equation for the motion
of antimatter in the gravitational field of matter

d2xλ

dτ2
= +

dxµ

dτ
Γλµν

dxν

dτ
(8)

describes what would be observed at macroscopic scale in case of a repulsive gravity (2011,
personal communication). So this is an emergent law of fundamental significance: a concrete
mathematical model of the EPT must yield this equation at macroscopic scale.

Concerning completeness, some work has already been done: in [3] and [4], a variety of
observed particles and processes has been formalized in the framework of the EPT:

• rest-mass-having particles like electrons, positrons, (anti)protons, (anti)neutrons, and par-
ticles without rest mass like photons and neutrinos;

• processes like a neutron gravitating towards earth, an electron moving in an electron shell,
the formation of deuterium, the annihilation of a proton/antiproton pair, and the decay
of a neutron.

These elements of physical reality have, thus, a counterpart in the theory. However, although
this may add to the substantiation of a claim of completeness, it is insufficient as a proof
thereof. To further substantiate that claim, the upcoming years the prediction of the EPT will
be investigated that in individual processes space is formed as a substance – that is, the EPT
predicts the existence of ‘elements of physical reality’ that constitute space itself. The idea is
then to model this mechanism quantitatively, and to investigate whether this yields a solution to
the dark energy problem in physical cosmology. However, additional results are needed before
the claim that the EPT is complete can be considered sufficiently substantiated.
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